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Strategies for Motivating
Reluctant Readers
Nicholas P. Criscuolo
New Haven, Conneticut Public Schools

Ask teachers what they consider
to be one of their biggest concern
regarding the reading program,
and they will be quick to respond:
"Motivating children to read." Many
of these children, they hasten to
point out, can read but won't. It is a
serious problem and reading practitioners are constantly seeking ways
to turn reluctant, apathetic readers
into enthusiastic ones.
There are activities which can get
children to read willingly. This article will describe nine practical,
classroom-tested ideas which have
proved successful in motivating
children to read.

1. Stuff the Ballot Box Children should learn to become
discriminating readers. Discuss with
the children the criteria for judging
the merits of a good book. After the
children have read a minimum
number of books, ask each student
to write in the title of the first, second, and third most liked book on
ballots. Collect and count the
ballots to determine which book
received the most votes. This can be
done on a monthly basis to select the
"Book of the Month".
Pupils may wish to issue a news
release to be circulated among
other classes . in the school telling
them about the "Book of the Month".
2. Taped Stories Taped stories is another viable
strategy for reaching reluctant
students. Readers are asked to select
a short story and prepare it for taping. Student practice oral reading
skills such as fluency and expression. They tape the story for
members of their class. It gives a
boost to their self-image while reinforcing basic skills at the same time.
Reluctant readers can also read
the stories they prepare to younger
children. One New Haven principal
encourages them to read short
selections or school messages over
the school's loudspeaker.

3. Rebus Reading Rebus reading is an excellent
strategy to use with reluctant
readers. In a rebus, pictures are
substituted for nouns throughout a
sentence or paragraph. Each student in the remedial group is asked
to create a rebus story to match a
book that he/she has read. Students
write or print the story on lined
paper and paste in small pictures
cut from magazines or catalogs.
Some students also enjoy collecting a rebus reservior by clipping
pictures that look usable-objects
people, and animals- and placing
them in a set of labeled envelopes
for future rebus reading and writing
sessions.

4. Feelings Unlimited Box Having a Feelings Unlimited Box
in the reading lab or classroom is a
good idea. Reluctant readers can
express their feelings about certain
situations, activities, or troublesome
problems (these should remain
anonymous). As a direct tie-in to
reading, students can be encouraged to write a short paragraph about
how a character felt at a critical moment in a story recently read. The
paragraph can be written on a file
card with the child's name on the
back. Writers can supply as many
clues as they wish but must omit the
character's name and the title of the
book. Other students try to identify
the book or story on the basis of
these clues.
5. Book Review Collages Ask children to cut magazine pictures and arrange them to create an
idea, theme, or scene from a book.
Phrases or key words cut from
newspaper or magazine pages may
also appear in the collage. Children
can then write a brief book review
noting the title of the book, author,
and publisher on the back of the collage.
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6. Descriptive Passages As children are reading a book or
story in their readers, have them
note descriptive passages. Have
them illustrate these passages with
drawings, collages, and other appropriate art media to depict the
message conveyed by the author.
After children have identified the
story which contains this descriptive
passage, they can display their artistic work and tell about the story or
book.

7. Phone the Author After studying a particular author
and reading his or her works, arrange a con£ erence call to the
author. Questions posed to the
author can be formulated by the
class and a panel chosen to pose
questions to the author during the
conference call. Children can then
write a character sketch of the
author from the information gleaned
from this con£ erence call.

8. Ridiculous Words Put some sentences on the board
and insert in each sentence a word
that is completely out of context.
Students will chuckle when they
read the following sentences:
1. She wore a green hatchet on
her head.
2. Bill picked up the library and
handed it to Todd.
3. The bird ate the tiger and
asked for more.
Ask the children to cross out the
"ridiculous" word but to illustrate
the sentence as written. Some artistic masterpieces will evolve!
9. Mood Poetry Display photographs of people's
faces cut from magazines or
newspapers. The pictures should be
interesting and should convey a
mood or feeling. Ask the children to
choose one that they particularly
like and tell them to write a poem
about it with a mood theme.

Include some of the poems and
pictures in a class anthology.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
A source 9f deep concern among
reading practitioners is how to
reach reluctant readers. Programs

which solely emphasize reading
skills duplicate the same types of
programs which have previously
met with failure. New strategies are
necessary. The strategies outlined
briefly in this article will help reluctant readers enjoy reading (many for
the first time) and derive a sense of

satisfaction as they grow in reading
proficiency and develop the reading
habit.
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